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A. Project objectives and methodology 
 
Fault zones exhibit along-strike variation of near-fault rock properties, partially because fault zone segments 
that host earthquakes more frequently are also likely to be more damaged. Perrin et al. [2016] showed for 27 
large continental earthquakes that the largest earthquake slip on each fault occurred on fault sections with the 
most compliant rocks. The interseismic velocity fields measured from northern San Andreas fault suggested 
highly variable fault zone structure along strike [Chen and Freymueller, 2002; Jolivet et al., 2009; Materna 
and Burgmann, 2016]. Lewis and Ben-Zion [2010] found the coherency of fault zone trapped waves breaks 
down at a distance interval of 3-5 km along the ~40 km long Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault, which 
suggests a highly variable fault zone along strike. More detailed observations about along-strike fault zone 
heterogeneity come from 5 dense seismic arrays across the Anza seismic gap in the San Jacinto fault, a 20-km 
segment devoid of active seismicity [Sanders and Kanamori, 1984], and the southern section of the Clark 
branch south of the Anza gap where abundant seismicity was clustered. Yang et al. [2014] detected damaged 
fault zones in the southern section of the Clark branch and within the Anza seismic gap, but not near the two 
ends of the Anza seismic gap.  
 
Why earthquakes tend to cluster inside damaged fault zones and stay away from penetrating into intact rocks 
remains an intriguing question. Theoretically speaking, in order for rupture to nucleate successfully, the 
nucleation size of an earthquake needs to be larger than a certain threshold, i.e., critical nucleation size, which 
is proportional to the shear moduli of near-fault rocks. Hence, earthquakes in damaged fault zones have smaller 
critical nucleation patches than those in intact rocks given the same stress conditions. It means earthquakes 
would prefer rupturing within damaged fault zones and may stop once they reach intact rocks outside damaged 
fault zones. This may explain why intact rocks near the ends of the Anza gap can act as barriers for earthquakes 
nucleated in the damaged fault zones outside the Anza gap. A further question is when earthquakes may break 
through this material barrier and lead to larger earthquakes.   
 
In this study, I investigate the effects of the along-strike variation of fault zone structure on inducing earthquake 
rupture termination using 2D dynamic rupture models. I simplify the heterogeneous fault zone structure as a 
preexisting damaged fault zone adjacent to a zone of intact rocks in the along-strike direction and simulate 
earthquake rupture nucleated inside the preexisting damaged fault zone (Figure 1). To successfully nucleate 
the rupture, I apply an initial shear stress that is ~ 0.01% higher than the static shear strength within the 
nucleation zone. In the symmetric fault zone, I use a linear slip-weakening friction law on the fault that 
characterizes the friction drop from the static friction 𝜇"  to the dynamic friction 𝜇#  when slip reaches the 
critical slip distance 𝐷% [Andrews, 1976b]. Shear stresses 𝜏' and normal stresses 𝜎' are uniform outside the 
nucleation zone except in section 3.4. I choose an initial shear stress that is equivalent to an 𝑆 ratio of 3, where 
𝑆 = (𝜇"𝜎' − 𝜏') (𝜏' − 𝜇#𝜎')⁄  [Das and Aki, 1977], to represent averagely low stress state on mature faults 
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[Noda et al., 2009]. In the asymmetric fault zone, because dissimilar fault zone materials induce a normal stress 
perturbation during rupture propagation, I require the normal stress to continuously evolve with time to avoid 
unstable results caused by an instantaneous stress change [Cochard and Rice, 2000; Rubin and Ampuero, 2007; 
Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008]: #/
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(𝜎 − 𝜎∗), where 𝜎∗ is the effective normal stress (relevant to the 

surface strength), 𝑉∗  is the reference slip rate, and 𝐷/  is the reference distance. 𝐷/  is chosen to be much 
smaller than the critical slip distance 𝐷%  to maintain a strong bimaterial effect. I also use dimensionless 
quantities  to facilitate the comparison between simulation results and rupture scenarios with realistic fault 
zone properties. The spatial dimension is normalized by 𝐿% = 𝐺 𝐷% 𝜎'⁄ (𝜇" − 𝜇#), a characteristic length scale 
of the rupture process zone introduced by the slip-weakening process [e.g., Dunham 2007]. The temporal 
dimension is normalized by 𝑡% = 𝐿% 𝑣":;<=⁄ , where 𝑣":;<=  is the shear wave speed of the host rock. Slip is 
normalized by the critical slip distance 𝐷%. Stresses are normalized by the strength drop ∆𝜏" = 𝜎'(𝜇" − 𝜇#), 
i.e., the difference between the static and dynamic shear strength.  
 

 
Figure 1. The off-fault distribution of shear wave velocities for different types of damaged fault zones viewed from cross 
sections in the fault-normal direction and along-strike direction. The magenta star denotes the hypocenter in the 2D 
rupture model. Only a quadrant of the medium is shown for (a), (b) and (c) because of the fault zone symmetry. Rupture 
is allowed to propagate bilaterally in all four cases.   
 
B. Results from 2D rupture simulations 
 
The effects of nucleation size and hypocenter location  
 
The most pronounced effect of the along-strike fault zone segmentation is rupture termination at the ends of 
the damaged fault zone. Figure 2a demonstrates an abrupt stopping phase when rupture reaches intact rocks. 
Since rupture already became spontaneous and approached the fault zone Rayleigh wave speed, the stopping 
phase is caused by the variation of fault zone properties rather than an unsuccessful nucleation. Rupture 
termination generates a back-propagating rupture front and high-frequency waves radiated from the ends of 
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the damaged fault zone. The final rupture size is 4 𝐿% for a unilateral rupture or 8 𝐿% for a bilateral rupture. 
Because the fault zone has a width of 1 𝐿% and the fault zone widths are in the order of 100 m, 𝐿% is also in the 
order of 100 m, and a rupture size of 4-8 𝐿% corresponds to a magnitude 4-5 earthquake.  
 

 
Figure 2. Top: Slip rate function for every 1 𝑡% of ruptures nucleated in a 1 𝐿% wide sharp fault zone with 50% velocity 
reduction that end at a distance of (a) 4 𝐿% and (b) 5 𝐿% from the hypocenter when the half nucleation size is 0.6 𝐿%. The 
bottom panel shows rupture speeds normalized by the shear wave velocity of the intact rock.  
 
Whether rupture stops as it reaches intact rocks also depends on the relative distance from the hypocenter to 
the zone of intact rocks. Rupture that propagates in the damaged fault zone for a sufficiently long distance may 
penetrate into intact rocks and continue propagating afterwards, as it tends to have higher slip rates and thus 
carries larger dynamic stresses before reaching intact rocks (Figure 2b). The penetration of rupture into intact 
rocks causes an abrupt reduction of the rupture speed followed by its rapid growth. After the initial rupture 
speed oscillations, it approaches the Rayleigh wave speed in a homogeneous medium. There is also a transition 
of rupture characteristics from “skinny” slip pulses with large slip rate in the fault zone to “fat” cracks with 
low slip rate in the intact rocks, suggesting a domination of high-frequency ground motions earlier but 
relatively long-period ground motions later.  
 
To explore the parameter space that controls rupture termination, I model earthquake rupture that has a range 
of intermediate nucleation sizes and propagates in damaged fault zones for different distance. I find the fault 
zone length is inversely related to the nucleation size (the red dashed line in Figure 3): ruptures with smaller 
nucleation sizes need to propagate longer in the fault zone before they can penetrate into the intact rocks. If 
the nearly critical rupture with a half-nucleation size of 0.4 𝐿% represents a common scenario on mature faults 
operated at low stresses, the ends of the fault zone tend to act as barriers and limit the rupture size for nearly 
critical ruptures nucleated inside the fault zone. In a 1 𝐿% wide fault zone with 50% velocity reduction, the 
final rupture size for a half-nucleation size of 0.4 𝐿% is less than 8 𝐿% in one rupture propagation direction, i.e., 
~ 1 km when 𝐿% is in the order of 100 m. Ruptures would terminate earlier if other stress, frictional or geometric 
barriers were present within the fault zone. 
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Figure 3. Conditions that lead to rupture arrest (cross) and continuing rupture propagation (square) in a 2 𝐿% wide sharp 
fault zone (blue), 1 𝐿% wide sharp fault zone (red), and 1 𝐿% wide smooth fault zone (yellow) with 50% velocity reduction 
at the fault. The dashed lines show the inferred boundaries between the two types of conditions based on ~50 rupture 
simulations. 
 
The effects of fault zone width, velocity and smoothness 
 
As damaged fault zones become wider, the nucleation becomes more sensitive to the shear moduli of fault 
zone rocks, leading to smaller critical nucleation sizes. The same applies to more damaged fault zones as the 
shear moduli of near-fault rocks become lower. Thus, ruptures nucleated in wider or more damaged fault zones 
are more likely to penetrate into the outside intact rocks for the same nucleation sizes (the blue dashed line in 
Figure 3). In particular, for a nearly-critical rupture with a half nucleation size of 0.4 𝐿%, a 6 𝐿% long fault zone 
does not prohibit the rupture from penetrating into the intact rocks anymore when the fault zone is 2 𝐿% wide. 
The same holds true for a 1 𝐿% wide fault zone with a 60% velocity contrast. By contrast, ruptures in smooth 
fault zones with identical fault rock properties to sharp fault zones tend to terminate more frequently when 
their characteristic widths are the same as the widths of sharp fault zones (the yellow dashed line in Figure 3). 
The average shear modulus of near-fault rocks in smooth fault zones is higher than that in sharp fault zones, 
resulting in a larger critical nucleation size (Figure 1b). The smooth fault zones structure is also more 
distributed as only 63% of the velocity contrast is achieved within the characteristic width. 
 
The effects of asymmetric fault zones 
 
To understand the effects of asymmetric fault zones on rupture termination, I model ruptures in an asymmetric 
fault zone with different rocks on each side of the fault but the same host rocks on both sides. I choose a 50% 
velocity contrast on one side and a 40% velocity contrast on the other side, so the velocity contrasts on both 
sides fall in the range of the observed values in major fault zones (Figure 1d). It also ensures the existence of 
the generalized Rayleigh speed, which only occurs when one side is less than 35.9% faster than the other side 
[Harris and Day, 1997; Rubin and Ampuero, 2007]. I find that along the bimaterial fault, the rupture front 
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moving in the direction of slip of faster rocks stops propagating under the same conditions as in the symmetric 
damaged fault zone. The rupture front moving in the direction of slip of slower rocks, however, has larger slip 
rates and penetrates into intact rocks for a short distance after the rupture front moving in the opposite direction 
already stops. For the cases when rupture fronts in both directions can penetrate into the intact rocks, the 
rupture front moving in the direction of slip of slower rocks reaches a further distance due to the faster rupture 
speed. Because near-fault rocks are slower on the northwest side of the San Jacinto fault [Allam and Ben-Zion, 
2012], earthquakes propagating to the northwest would encounter more barrier effects due to the along-strike 
variations in fault zone rock properties. Hence, earthquakes nucleated in the asymmetric fault zone observed 
at Jackass Flat south of the Anza gap [Qiu et al., 2017] are more prone to stop near the intact rocks at the 
southern end of the Anza gap, which also provides a plausible explanation for the concentration of small 
earthquakes near Jackass Flat. 
 
The effects of heterogeneous shear stress 
 
Stresses on natural faults are heterogeneous in various spatial scales [Smith and Heaton, 2010], which can 
significantly affect rupture propagation and termination. In the most extreme case, the shear stress in the intact 
rocks are uniformly higher than that in the fault zone as earthquakes are concentrated in the fault zone and 
release stresses more frequently. Eventually the shear stress in the intact rocks will be accumulated to such a 
high level that allows a break-through rupture. To investigate stress conditions required for ruptures to 
penetrate into the intact rocks, I model the stress accumulation in the intact rocks by gradually increasing the 
shear stress in the intact rocks for a nearly-critical rupture with a half nucleation size of 0.4 𝐿%while keeping 
the other parameters the same in each simulation. I find the rupture can only break through when the dynamic 
stress drop (i.e., the difference between shear stress and dynamic shear strength) in the intact rocks is not less 
than 28% higher than the dynamic stress drop in the fault zone that is 6 𝐿% long. It means for a break-through 
rupture the shear stress in the intact rocks should be at least ~1 MPa higher than that in the fault zone, given a 
dynamic stress drop of 3 MPa in the fault zone and the same dynamic shear strengths in both the fault zone 
and intact rocks. 
 
The other extreme case is a high-stress patch, i.e., an asperity, located on the boundary of the fault zone and 
the intact rocks. The size of the asperity required for a break-through rupture could be much smaller than the 
along-strike dimension of the intact rocks, provided sufficiently high shear stresses in the asperity. Moreover, 
stresses in the asperity should be less than a certain threshold, above which an earthquake would start rupturing 
in the asperity first. I deliberately choose an initial shear stress level that corresponds to 𝑆 = 1.86 in the 
asperity, slightly lower than the shear stress level allowing supershear ruptures in a homogeneous medium 
(𝑆 < 1.77). I then gradually increase the asperity size in each simulation to find the threshold that overcomes 
the barrier effects of the intact rocks. It is when the asperity size gets close to or larger than the half rupture 
nucleation size that a nearly-critical rupture can penetrate into the intact rocks. For example, the rupture can 
break through a 1 𝐿% wide and 6 𝐿% long fault zone with a 50% velocity contrast when the high-stress asperity 
is larger than 0.35 𝐿% for ruptures with a half nucleation size of 0.4 𝐿%. 
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